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                                         ENGLISH MATERIAL FOR CLASS X STUDENTS 

                                      ------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

                                                            PRACTICE     TEST     -  1 

                                                           ---------------------------------- 

 

1.  The child is crying.  His bag was stolen              [whose] 

       

     Ans: _________________________________________ 

 

2.  Stars are not visible in the day.  We know it.      [that] 

 

     Ans:__________________________________________ 

 

3.  Mr. Ravi is a film producer.  He is an illiterate person.    [who] 

 

    Ans:__________________________________________ 

 

4.  I was taking a bath.  The post man came then.                 [when] 

 

     Ans:____________________________________________ 

 

5.  My friend cut a joke.  It made me laugh.                             [which] 

 

    Ans :_____________________________________________ 

 

6.  You are going to meet  my uncle.  He is an influenced person.     [whom]  

 

     Ans:________________________________________________ 

 

7.  The old man was getting into the bus.  Then he slipped and fell down.    [while] 

 

     Ans:________________________________________________________________ 

 

8.  Smt. Suryakantam acted in many films for several years.  She died recently.    [who] 

 

     Ans:__________________________________________________________________ 

 

9.  My uncle Srinivas is a prosperous merchant.  He lives in Madras.            [who]  

 

     Ans:__________________________________________________________________ 

 

10.  I am grateful to my friend‟s father.  I got the job with his help.                   [whose] 

 

      Ans :_________________________________________________________________ 

 

11. A young boy met us yesterday at the station.  He is my cousin. 

Ans :  The young boy__________________________________________________  
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                                                             ::   2  :: 

 

12. One person will send the first best answer and that person will be given a free T.V. set. 

 

Ans: The person who ___________________________________________________ 

 

13. They are rebuilding the town hall which collapsed in the earthquake. 

 

Ans:  The town hall ___________________________________________________ 

 

14. It has been decided to issue identity cards to all persons above 18 before the end of November. 

 

Ans: All persons above 18 _____________________________________________________ 

 

15. Some people always expect the worst to happen.  They are pessimists. 

 

Ans: People who ______________________________________________________________ 

 

16. The criminal used a big hammer to batter his victim.  It was found lying in the bushes. 

 

Ans: The big hammer __________________________________________________________ 

 

17. Only one person is wearing a blue shirt.  He is my Mathematics teacher. 

 

Ans: The only______________________________________________________________ 

 

18. I met a man at the gate.  He was an old soldier. 

 

Ans:  The man ___________________________________________________________ 

 

19. You saw a tall building.  That is the Income Tax Office. 

 

Ans: The tall building______________________________________________________ 

 

20. The boy is wearing a green shirt.  The shirt was gifted tyo him on his birth day. 

 

Ans:  The green shirt___________________________________________________ 

 

21. A tall woman is standing near the door.  She is my English teacher. 

 

Ans:  The tall woman_______________________________________________________ 

22. A new bridge has been built across the river.  This has eased the traffic congestion on the old bridge. 

 

Ans: The new bridge ______________________________________________________________ 

23. A little blind orphan girl was adopted by a rich couple.  She is very lucky. 

              Ans:  The little blind girl ________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                                                                 …..3. 
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                                                          ::      3    :: 

 

24. I bought a book yesterday.  It is very interesting. 

 

Ans: The book __________________________________________________ 

 

25. An old man is standing near the door.  He is my teacher. 

 

Ans: The old man ____________________________________________________ 

 

26. There is a man standing at the end of the street.  He has been given the Best Teacher Award. 

 

Ans: The man _________________________________________________________________ 

 

27. There is a man standing at the bus stop.  He is m uncle. 

 

Ans:  The man ___________________________________________________________ 

 

28. Many species of animals lived on the earth millions of years ago.  All of them have become extinct. 

 

Ans:  Many species of animals_______________________________________________________ 

 

29. We bought a new pen.  It doesn‟t write very well. 

 

Ans: The new pen ________________________________________________________________ 

 

30. The car was expensive.  The car was gifted to him by his father. 

 

Ans:  The car ____________________________________________________________________ 

 

31. The poor man used to carry his heavy load to the market every day. 

 

Ans:  The heavy load ____________________________________________________________ 

 

32. The man is my uncle.  He is waiting for me. 

 

Ans:  The man _______________________________________________________________ 

 

33. The book is not available now.  I have borrowed it from my teacher. 

 

Ans:  The book _____________________________________________________________ 

 

34. The criminal escaped from the prison.  The Task Force had caught him with great difficulty. 

 

Ans:  The criminal ________________________________________________________ 
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                                                                                                                                 …….4. 

                

                                                      ::  4  :: 

 

35. The horse was brought from Saudi Arabia.  Its tail was cut short. 

 

Ans:  The horse _____________________________________________________________ 

 

36. Neil Armstrong is the first astronaut to have stepped on the moon. 

 

Ans:  The first astronaut_______________________________________________________ 

 

37. Only a few people attended the consert.  They enjoyed it thoroughly. 

 

Ans:  The few____________________________________________________________ 

 

38. I met a man at the gate.  He wasd an old soldier. 

 

Ans: The man _______________________________________________ 

 

39. A man hit me yesterday.  He was mad. 

 

Ans:  The man ______________________________________________________ 

 

40. The student is very clever.  You have asked about him. 

 

Ans:  The student ____________________________________________________ 

 

41. A man told me this.  He refused to give me his name. 

 

Ans:  The man _______________________________________________________ 

 

42. He made noise.  That woke everybody up. 

 

Ans:  The noise ________________________________________________________ 

 

43. The girls are owner‟s daughters.  They serve in the shop. 

 

Ans:  The girls ________________________________________________________ 

 

44. I hired a car.  That broke down after five miles. 

 

Ans:  The car ____________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

                                            *   ALL  THE  BEST  * 
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                              ENGLISH MATERIAL FOR CLASS X STUDENTS 

                              ----------------------------------------------------------------- 

 Class: X                               PRACTICE TEST  -  2                                           Max.Marks: 20 

Subject: English                  -----------------------------                                           Time     :  1 hr. 

 

           Write the most appropriate substitute words to the following.          10 x 1 = 10 m. 

 

1.  Something that can be heard                                                           : 

 

2.  Making more rapid in speed                                                            : 

 

3.  A list of things to be discussed in the meeting                                 : 

 

4.  Those living on the other side of the globe                                      : 

 

5.  A substance which can be easily broken                                          : 

 

6.  A government carried on through officers                                       : 

 

7.   A person who easily believes others                                               : 

 

8.  To carefully think about a matter                                                     : 

 

9.  One who is at home in all countries                                                 : 

 

10.  A medicine that produces the desired effect                                   : 

            Write the meaning of the following one word substitutes                10 x 1 = 10 m. 

 

11.  EXTRICATE             : 

 

12. ENCYCLOPAEDIA   : 

 

13.  FATALIST                : 

 

14.  FANATIC                  : 

 

15.  FASTIDIOUS            : 

 

16.  KYMOGRAPH          : 

 

17.  MATRILOCAL          : 

 

18.  ODOMETER               : 

 

19.  EPITAH                       : 

20.  BELLICOSE                 : 
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                                              * ALL  THE BEST*      

                                    ENGLISH  MATERIAL FOR CLASS X STUDENTS 

                                     ---------------------------------------------------------------- 

Class   : X                                  PRACTICE TST - 3                                                Max. Marks: 20 

Subject: English                       --------------------------                                                Time : 1 hr. 

 

      I    Write answers to the following questions                                           5 x 2 = 10m. 

 

1. What is a drum stick?  How did it help Nick? 

 

      2.  .How did Nick‟s father and mother help Nick? 

 

3. What did Nick learn from the article in News paper? 

 

4. Who was the surfing master Nick had met?  How did he/she become handicap? 

 

5. What was the reason behind the success of Nick‟s surfing? 

 

II         Combine the following sentences                                                     5 x 1 = 5 m. 

 

6. My uncle Srinivas is a prosperous merchant.  He lives in Madras. 

 

7. Some people always expect the worst to happen.  They are pessimists. 

 

8. A new bridge has been built across the river.  This has eased the traffic congestion on the old bridge. 

 

9. There is a man standing at the end of the street.  He has been given the Best Teacher award. 

 

10. Mr. Ravi is a film producer.   He is an illiterate person. 

 

 

III     Write about the precautions and measures to be taken against malaria which is spreading in your town.   

 

          Here are a few ideas to help you.                                                                                        5m. 

  

                  Prevention is better than cure. 

 

                   ---cleanliness   --- in and outside the 

house. 

 

                  ----- no water logging   --  mosquito 

nets. 

 

                         D D T  spray   --  flitting 

                  

 

                                                      *  ALL THE BEST * 
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                                ENGLISH MATERIAL FOR CLASS X STUDENTS 

                               ----------------------------------------------------------------- 

Class    :X                                   PRACTICE TEST - 4                                             Max Marks:20 

Subject : ENGLISH                  -----------------------------                                           Time  : 1 hr. 

 

I  Answer the following questions                                                                        3 x 2 = 6 m. 

   

1. Everyone in the set had to run to her and pacify her.  Who was she? Who ran to her?  What happened 

to her? Why did they pacify? 

2. What is the speciality of the magic box? 

3. What is called Shabhyatar Sankat? Who wrote it?  When did he write it? 

II   Fill in the blanks choosing the right word from those given in the brackets             12 x ½ = 6m. 

 

1.  Don‟t cry ___________ split milk                                             [over, for, about]  

2.  I was fed _____________with routine work                             [ up, by, on] 

3.  We must cut ______________our expenditure to save some money.   [down, off, out] 

4.  She ran __________ some valuable books in the library               [across, after, upon] 

5.  His grand father passed ____________ in his sleep last night.      [away, on, off] 

6.  Anil‟s English is so good that he can easily pass _____________ a native speaker [as, on, after] 

7.  Many skills like weaving and pottery are usually passed ________from father to son. [down, over, on] 

8.  There was so much blood at the scene of the accident that he nearly passed _________[out, off, about] 

9.  We can see _____________your little game, you naughty girl.  [through, off, out] 

10.  Please don‟t get up; I will see myself  _____________    [out, off, on] 

11.  Thank God! Our school day passed ___________without any trouble.     [ off, over, away] 

12.  Uma saw her brother ____________ at the air port.                  [off, out, in] 

 

III  Complete the following by filling in the blanks with appropriate form of verbs given in brackets. 6 x ½ 

=3m 

 

            The patient ___________ [die] before the doctor ___________[arrive].  The doctor felt the patient‟s 

pulse and ______________[declare] him dead.  The patient __________________[struggle] a lot before he 

____________[breathe] his last.  The patient‟s wife _________________[eat] nothing since she learnt that 

he would not survive. 

 

IV  Fill in the blanks with suitable modals.                                                                  10 x ½ = 5 m. 

1. He __________ send a telegram. 

2. We _________ build a new house. 

3. Passengers _______________not throw away their tickets. 

4. Policemen ________ handover the weapons. 

5. She _______not speak Urdu. 

6. People _________not leave articles in the auditorium. 

7. My father ___________ punish me for my failure. 

8. We _________ respect our elders. 

9. You __________ not write on the walls. 

10. You ___________ open the answer book. 

 

 

                                                   * ALL THE BEST* 
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                       Class : X                    PRACTICE PAPER -5                                         Max. Marks: 20 

Subject : English                                     ---------------                                                          Time : 1 hr. 

 

1. Your friend is planning to buy a motor cycle.  Advise him to know some motor cycle minor repairs. 

Ans: _____________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Your friend appears to be a good runner.  Advise him to join a sports school. 

Ans: ______________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Suppose a person you have just been introduced to, says, “How do you do?” What would you say in       

in return ? 

Ans:____________________________________________________________________________ 

4. Your friend has gone out of town.  Advise him to get back as early as possible. 

Ans: ______________________________________________________________________________ 

5. You want to borrow a pen from a stranger.  Ask for it. 

Ans: 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

6.  Can I leave now?                                                                                                              [        ] 

      [a] offering help    [b] asking for help      [c] seeking permission      [d] seeking advice 

7.  Can I carry the bag for you?                                                                                             [         ] 

      [a] offering help    [b] asking for help      [c]  seeking permission     [d] seeking advice 

8.  Could I give you a cup of coffee?                                                                                     [         ] 

      [a] showing readiness  [b] making an offer   [c] seeking permission    [d] asking a question 

9.  I think this shirt is rather expensive                                                                                   [         ] 

      [a] making a statement   [b] expressing an opinion  [c] giving advice  [d] making a complaint 

10.  Can I see the manager?                                                                                                     [         ] 

       [a] making a suggestion   [b] seeking permission  [c] making an offer  [d] seeking help 

11.  Shall we see a film tonight?                                                                                              [         ] 

        [a] asking a question  [b] making request   [c] making suggestion   [d] making an offer 

12.  How careless of you to drop the camera.                                                                         [          ] 

        [a] complaining      [b] scolding           [c] warning                 [d] disagreeing 

13.  If I find your dog in my garden again, I‟ll report to the police                                        [           ] 

         [a] making a statement    [b] giving a warning   [c] expressing surprise   [d] making a suggestion 

14.  Could you tell me where the bus station is?                                                                     [         ] 

         [a] making an enquiry    [b] giving an order   [c] making an offer     [d] making a suggestion 

15.  Man to stranger : Where is the railway station? 

Ans : ___________________________________________________________________________ 

16. Head master to Teacher: Take these questions for more marks. 

Ans: ____________________________________________________________________________ 

17. Employee to Employer: I am going to leave office early. 

Ans: ______________________________________________________________________________ 

18.  You meet your friend on his birth day. How would you greet him?                                [        ] 

       [a] Thank you.   [b] It is very kind of you   [c] Many happy returns of the day    [d] How do you do? 

19.  Your neighbour has lent you some money as you are in need.  What would you say to him?[       ] 

       [a] Wish you best of luck  [b] No mention please     [c] Thank you very much    [d] I am very glad 

20.  Your friend greets you saying “How are you?” What would you say in return?               [       ] 

        [a] How are you?     [b] I am fine    [c] How do you do?        [d] Thank you 

                              

                                          * ALL THE BEST * 
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                 CLASS X ENGLISH SUBJECT MATERIAL  -  CHAPTER II 

                 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                           PREPARED BY : NARASIMHA CHARYULU GOMATAM 

A Reading:                                    THE DEAR DEPARTED  - I 

                                                     ---------------------------------------- 

1. „They‟ll stretch, won‟t they?  I‟m not going to have them wasted.‟ 

       What do the words „they‟ and „I‟ refer to? 

       Ans: „They‟ refer to grandfather‟s slippers.  „I‟ refer to Mrs. Slater. 

2.  Why did Henry get his coat off? 

        Ans: Henry got off his coat to bring grandfather‟s bureau down. 

3.  What was the name of the grandfather? 

       Ans: The name of the grandfather was ABEL MERRYWEATHER 

 

B Reading                                        THE DEAR DEPARTED  -  II 

                                                        --------------------------------------- 

4. “Hold your tongue, Victoria,” who said these words?  Why did he/she say? 

        Ans:  Mrs. Slater said these words because Victoria told she was so glad that her grand father 

wasn‟t     

                  dead.. 

5. What is „Ring – O – Bell‟? 

       Ans: It is the name of a restaurant. 

 

C Reading                                         THE BRAVE POTTER 

                                                           ---------------------------- 

1. Who sat on the tiger‟s back?  Why didn‟t he get fear to sit on it? 

       Ans: Potter sat on the tiger‟s back.  He didn‟t get fear to sit on it because it was very dark and 

thought   

                 that it was his donkey in his drunken condition.       

2. Which news spread throughout the village? 

       Ans:  The news that „potter had caught a tiger and tied it to a tree in his yard‟ spread throughout the  

                village. 

3. What did the king order the potter? 

      Ans: The king ordered the porter to lead the army into battle the next day. 

4. Why was the potter nervous and worried? 

     Ans: The potter was nervous and worried because he didn‟t know how to ride a horse.  

 

                                                        * The End* 
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                    CLASS X ENGLISH SUBJECT MATERIAL   [ Refer  page no‟s 28, 29, 109 in Reader] 

                                 --------------------------------------------------------   

                                     PREPARED BY : NARASIMHA CHARYULU GOMATAM 

                   

                                                ONE WORD SUBSTITUTION 

                                               -------------------------------------- 

1.  ASCETIC                              : A person who starves the body for the good of the soul 

 

2.  AUTHENTIC                        : Information considered to  be reliable    

 

3.  AVIARY                               :  A place where birds are kept 

 

4.  AUDIENCE                          :  An assembly of hearers 

 

5.  AGENDA                              :  A list of things to be discussed in the meeting 

 

6.  AFFIDAVIT                         :  A written declaration made on oath in the presence of a magistrate 

 

7. ANTIDOTE                           :  Any thing that destroy the effect of poison 

 

8.  ANIMATE                           :  Objects having life 

 

9.  AQUATIC                            :  Animals which live in water 

 

10.  AUTOBIOGRAPHY          :  Life of a person written by himself    

 

11.  ANTONYM                        :  Words opposite in meaning to each other 

 

12.  ANSWERABLE                 :  Liable to be called to account 

 

13.  ATHEIST                           :  One who does not believe in God 

 

14.  ALIEN                               :  A person living in a foreign country 

 

15.  AUDIBLE                         :  Something that can be heard 

 

16.  AMATEUR                      :  One who plays a game or does a work for pleasure 

 

17.  ANONYMOUS                :  That which does not bear the name of the writer 

 

18.  ALIENATE                      :  To turn friends into enemies 

 

19.  ANTIPODES                    :  Those living on the other side of the globe 

 

20.  AVARICIOUS                 :  One who is keenly desirous of money 

21.  ACCELERATE                :  Making more rapid in speed 

 

22.  ASSOCIATE                    :  To join as friend or partner 
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                                                                                                                                     …..2. 

                                                                       ::  2  :: 

                      CLASS X ENGLISH SUBJECT MATERIAL 

                       ------------------------------------------------------- 

                    PREPARED BY : NARASIMHA CHARYULU GOMATAM 

 

23.  ARISTOCRACY              :  Government by nobles 

24.  AUTOCRACY                 :  Government by one person 

 

25.  BELLICOSE                       :  A nation that is fond of fighting 

 

26.  BOTANY                            :  The science of vegetable life 

 

27.  BANKRUPT                       :  Unable to pay one‟s debts 

 

28.  BRITTLE                            :  A substance which can be easily broken 

 

29.  BACYBITE                        :  To talk ill of a person in his absence 

 

30.  BASTARD                         :  A child not born of a lawful marriage 

 

31.  BIPED                                :  Animals with two feet 

 

32.  BIGAMY                           :  The crime of having two wives or two husbands at a time 

 

33.  BUREAUCRACY             :  A government carried on through officers 

 

34.  BIOGRAPHY                    :  Life of a person written by somebody else 

 

35.  BIBLIOPHIL                     :  One who is a lover of books 

 

36.  CENSORIOUS                  :  A man who is always prepared to find fault with others 

 

37.  COLLEAGUES                 :  Persons working in the same department    

 

38.  CONVALESCENT            :  A person gradually recovering from illness 

 

39.  COMPREHENSIBLE        :  That which can be understood 

 

40.  CREDULOUS                    :  A person who easily believes others 

 

41.  COSMOPOLITAN            :  One who is at home in all countries  

42.  CATALOGUE                   :  A list of books etc., 

43.  DIGRESS                           :  To wander from the main theme 

 

44.  DELIBERATE                   :  To carefully think about a matter 

 

45.  DOMICILE                        :  Place of permanent residence 
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                                                                                                                                 ….3. 

                                                        ::  3  :: 

                                 CLASS X ENGLISH SUBJECT MATERIAL 

                                 --------------------------------------------------------- 

                       PREPARED BY : NARASIMHA CHARYULU GOMATAM 

46.  DRAIN                              :  A game or battle where nobody wins 

 

47.  DETERIORATE               :  Going from bad to worse 

48.  DEMOCRACY                 :  Government of the people, by the people and for the people 

                         

49.  DROUGHT                       :  Want of rain 

 

50.  DEPRECIATE                  :  To lower the value of 

51.  DISSENT                          :  To express disapproval of 

 

52.  DOCK                               :  The place where a criminal stands in court 

 

53.  ELUCIDATE                    :  To throw light on something difficult 

 

54.  EFFICACIOUS                 :  A medicine that produces the desired effect 

 

55.  ESPIONAGE                     :  Practice of spying 

 

56.  EXTRICATE                     :  Taking out  a man from some difficulty 

 

57.  EMBARRASSMENT        :  Confusion of mind 

 

58.  EXPLICABLE                   :  That can be explained 

 

59.  EPITAH                             :  What we say about a man after his death 

 

60.  EXTEMPORE                   :  A speech made without previous preparation 

 

61.  EDIBLE                             :  Fit to be eaten 

 

62.  EMPHASIZE                     :  To lay stress on 

 

63.  EGOIST                             :  A person who thinks only of himself 

 

64.  ERADICATE                    :  To root out an evil 

 

65.  ENCYCLOPAEDIA         :   A book containing every kind of information 

 

66.  EXCHANGE                     : Giving and receiving  

 

67.  ELABORATE                   :  To work out the plan in all its details     

 

68.  EQUIVOCAL                    :  Capable of two interpretations 
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                                                                ::  4  :: 

                                       CLASS X ENGLISH SUBJECT MATERIAL 

                                      -------------------------------------------------------- 

 69.  EFFEMINATE                  :  A man who is too much like a woman 

 

70.  FATALIST                        :  A person who believes in fate 

 

71.  FATAL                              :  That which ends in death 

                 

72.  FASTIDIOUS                   :  A person who is hard to please 

 

73.  FEMINIST                        :  A man interested in the welfare of the woman  

 

74.  FOSTER CHILD              :  A child brought up by one who is not his parents 

 

75.  FANATIC                         :  A person with narrow religious views 

 

76.  FLOTILLA                       :  A fleet of small vessels 

 

77.  GRATUITY                     :  Money paid to employees on retirement   

 

78.  GRANARY                      :  A room for storing 

 

79.  GLOUT                            :  To look at with selfish delight 

 

80.  IMPECUNIOUS              :  Having little or no money;  dearth of money 

 

81.  JUVENILE                       :  Having young characteristics of youth 

 

82.  JUMBO                            :  Anything very big of its kind or huge  

 

83.  KYMOGRAPH                :  An instrument for recording the pressure of fluids 

 

84.  LOUNGE                         :  To relax  ;   a place for relaxation 

 

85.  MANOMETER                :  An instrument for measuring the pressure of fluids 

 

86.  MATRILOCAL               :  A form of marriage in which the husband goes to live with the wife‟s group 

 

87.  NOCTURNAL                :  Relating to night 

88.  OCULAR                        :  Pertaining to the eye 

89.  ODOMETER                  :  An apparatus which records the distance covered by the vehicle 

 

90.  PATRILOCAL               :  A form of marriage in which the wife goes to live with the husband‟s group 

 

 

                                                                 * ALL   THE    BEST*   
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                                      CLASS X ENGLISH SUBJECT MATERIAL [page no‟s 51, 52 from  Reader] 

                          --------------------------------------------------------- 

                                       PREPARED BY : NARASIMHA CHARYULU GOMATAM 

 

                            

Write Plurals to the following GREEK  words: 

 

 

1.Analysis                      = 9. Axis                       = 

2. Basis                            = 10. Analysis               = 

3. Crisis                           =       11. Parenthesis           = 

4. Criterion                      =  

5. Hypothesis                  =         

6. Oasis                            =  

7. Phenomenon      =  

8. Thesis                         =  

 

Write plurals to the following  LATIN  words: 

 

 

12.Erratum                     = 19.Fungus                    = 

13.Index                          =  20. Gladiolus                 = 

14.Radius                       =     21. Medium                   = 

15.Formula                     = 22. Narcissus                 =    

16.Memorandum            = 23. Stratum                   =        

17.Terminus                   =  

18. Datum                       =  

 

  

Write Plural for the following ITALIAN, FRENCH  AND HEBREW words: 

  

24. Bandit                       = 

 

25. Madame                    = 

 

26. Cherub                      =         

 

27. Seraph                       = 

 

Write TWO forms of the plural to the following words: 

28. Brother                   =                                                   32.  Cloth      = 

 

29. Die                         =                                                    33.   Fish        = 

 

30. Genius                   =                                                     34.  Index       = 

 

31. Penny                    = 
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                                                                                                                                   …..2                  

                                                         ::  2  :: 

                                       CLASS X ENGLISH SUBJECT MATERIAL 

                                     ---------------------------------------------------------- 

                                         PREPARED BY : NARASIMHA CHARYULU GOMATAM 

 

35. Boy          =                        55.  Desk    = 74. Dish        =                       94.  Brush     = 

36. Girl          =                         56. Cows    =  75. Match      =                      95.   Watch    = 

37. Book        =                        57.  Class‟   = 76. Branch    =                         96. Tax       =      

38. Pen           =                        58. Kiss      =   77. Box          =                       97.  Buffalo  = 

39. Mango     =                         59. Hero     = 78. Potato       =                       98.  Cargo      = 

40. Echo        =                          60. Negro  = 79.Volcano    =                       99.  Dynamo  = 

41. Solo         =                        61. Ratio    =  80. Canto        =                       100.  Memento  = 

42. Quarto     =                        62.  Piano   = 81. Photo        =                        101.  Stereo       = 

43. Baby        =                        63. Lady     = 82. City           =                        102. Army       = 

44. Story       =                        64.  Pony   =   83. Thief         =                        103. Wife        = 

45. Wolf        =                        65.  Life     = 84. Calf           =                       104.  Leaf         = 

46. Loaf         =                        66. Knife  =  85. Shelf         =                        105. Chief        = 

47. Dwarf      =                         67. Hoof   = 86. Roof         =                         106.  Safe       = 

48. Proof       =                          68. Gulf    = 87. Serf          =                         107.   Strife     = 

49. Grief       =                           69. Brief    = 88. Belief        =                         108.  Man       = 

50. Woman   =                          70.  Foot    =  89. Tooth        =                         109. Goose     = 

51. Mouse    =                         71. Louse   = 90. Ox             =                        110.  Child      = 

52. Commander-in-Chief= 91. Son-in-law =                    111. Daughter-in-law= 

53. Step-son    =                 72. Step-daughter= 92. Maid-servant =                  112.Passer-by      = 

54. Looker-on    =              73.  Man-of-war = 93. Coat-of-mail= 

    

113. Swine      =                                                              123.    Sheep              = 

 

 114. Deer       =                                                               124.   Cod                  = 

 

115.  Trout       =                                                               125. Salmon            = 

 

116. Pair          =                                                              126.     Dozen              = 

 

117. Score       =                                                              127.   Gross                = 

 

118. Hundred  =                                                                128. Thousand          = 

 

119. Bellows    =                                                              129.   Scissors            = 

 

120. Tongs        =                                                            130.     Pincers             = 

 

121. Spectacles   =                                                          131.     Trousers           = 

 

122. Drawers       =                                                           132.  Breeches           = 
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                                                                                                                                          ….3. 

 

                                                         ::  3  :: 

                                CLASS X ENGLISH SUBJECT MATERIAL 

                                 --------------------------------------------------------- 

                                   PREPARED BY : NARASIMHA CHARYULU GOMATAM 

 

133. Measles       =                                                145.     Mumps = 

 

134. Billiards       =                                                 146.     Draughts               = 

 

135. Annals         =                                                  147  Thanks                 = 

 

136. Proceeds      =                                                 148.     Tidings                = 

 

137. Environs      =                                                 149.    Assets                   = 

 

138. Alms            =                                                 150.    Riches                  = 

 

139. Eaves            =                                               151.     Mathematics         = 

 

140. Physics        =                                                 152.    Mechanics            = 

 

141. Politics        =                                                 153.     News                     = 

 

142. Innings        =                                                  154.    Poultry                  = 

 

143. Cattle          =                                                    155.   People                   = 

 

144. Gentry         = 

 

 

 

                              **   ALL   THE   BEST  ** 
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Class    :  X                                          PRACTICE PAPER  - 8 

                                                           --------------------------------- 

Fill in the blanks choosing the right word from those given in brackets. 

1.  The king drew ____________his sword to kill the enemy.                                        [off, on, out] 

2.  The drum was made _____________Tamarind wood.                                               [of, with, by] 

3.  The court burst ____________ laughing.                                                                   [in, out, with] 

4.  The king tore the night cap _________ his head .                                                      [on, off, up] 

5.  He did not have enough time to argue ____________his wife.                                 [with, by, out] 

6.  I will go ____________ to our hostel after the holidays.                                           [up, back, down] 

7.  Polya tried to find _______________ the secret meaning.                                         [out, down, up] 

8.  Many trees were cut ______________ by the contractors.                                        [up, off, down] 

9.  The boy was knocked ________________ by a car.                                                 [ up, down, on] 

10. The cricket team was dropped _________ of the tournament.                                 [down, up, out] 

11. A number of children in the village died ________________cholera.                    [in, for, of] 

12. It became dark when all the lights went _________                                                [up, out, on] 

13.  Doctors advised the patient to give ________ the habit of smoking.                      [on, in, up] 

14.  Something will have to be done _____________ the king.                                     [for, about, of] 

15.  The king lived _______________ several years in the forest.                                 [of, off, for] 

16.  Ashish is looking _____________ notes before his examination this morning.  [after, into through] 

17.  One day Polya sat down _______________ work.                                                [for, of, to] 

18.  Is Ivan in  love _________ another  woman?                                                         [by, on, with] 

19.  More than 30 villagers crowded  ________ the small space.                                 [at, of, into] 

20.  We were greeted _____________ the beat of drums.                                            [after, by, to] 

21.  He told the children _____________ the chemistry of forests.                             [to, at, about] 

22.  Her name was ___________ the cover of the book.                                              [in, inside, of] 

23.  A young woman was coming __________ him.                                                  [among, around, towards]   

24.  He is afraid __________ his shadow.                                                                   [of, from, in] 

25.  A dog is very faithful __________________ his master.                                     [to, of, for] 

26.  He made me to write the sum ___________________ a slip.                             [in, on, under] 

27.  The discovery was made __________two English men.                                     [of, off, by]  

28.  I thought I‟d walked ________ the wrong room.                                                [in, into, at] 

29.  The dogs are looking ___________ each other.                                                  [on, of, at] 

30.  The leather sandals slipped _______________ his feet.                                     [to, of, from] 

31.  The bus arrived  _________ the bus stop.                                                           [on, in, at] 

32.  The pupil is busy _______ his lessons                                                                 [in, with, to] 

33.  Gandhiji then left for the prayer ground ______Abha and Menu.                       [for, with, at]   

34.  I received his message ________eight o clock.                                                  [in, on, at] 

35.  Annapurna gave a flower __________Kusuma.                                                  [at, to, of] 

36.  I invite my friends ___________ my birthday party.                                           [of, to, at] 

37.  I am also a candidate ___________ the post.                                                      [to, for, at] 

38.  Excessive eating is injurious __________ health.                                               [of, to, or] 

39.  We got ___________ the bus and walked away.                                                [down, from, off] 

40.  The stars came __________ as soon as it was dark.                                           [on, out, off] 

41.  John took _____________ the study of commerce while at college.                 [up, on, in] 

42.  I put the light ___________ and went to sleep.                                                  [off, out, up] 

43.  Their water supply was cut ____ because they did not pay the water tax.         [off, down, out] 

44.  Last night our bus was held ______ and robbed by four armed men.                [up, out, off] 

45.  Put _________ the clock, it is ten minutes past.                                                 [ back, in, out] 
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Class : X                                            PRACTICE PAPER –9 

                                                           ---------------------------- 

Fill in the blanks choosing the right word from those given in brackets. 

1. She called __________ a heart specialist when she grew worse.                            [in, out, for] 

2.  Burglars broke ________  the house and stole money and jewellery.                    [into, out, down] 

3.  The second world war broke ____________ in 1939.                                           [out, down, into] 

4.  A huge crowd turned ____________ to see the cricket match.                             [up, down, out] 

5.  The boat turned _____________ and all of them fell into the water.                    [down, up, out] 

6.  Put __________ the light; it is getting dark.                                                          [on, off, out] 

7.  The garden party was called ______________ because of the rain.                      [off, for, on] 

8.  Clear _________ your books.  Mother wants to set the table for lunch.               [away, off, on] 

9.  The teacher pointed ____________ many mistakes that the students had made. [out, at, to] 

10.  The crowd burnt ____________ the railway station in anger.                            [ out, up, down] 

11.  She lost her text book. She was looking ___________ it.                                    [at, for, after] 

12.  She was laid __________ for two months with malaria.                                     [about, up, down] 

13.  The little boy cannot blow __________ the balloon.                                           [down, up, out] 

14.  The doctor expected that the patient would come ________in a week.               [round, off, out] 

15.  Rajiv Gandhi was cut __________ in the prime of life.                                       [off, down, up] 

16.  The police inspector promised to go __________ the matter.                             [into, with, or] 

17.  The education bill was thrown__________ by the assembly.                             [out, off, up]   

18.  The thieves made _____________ when they saw the police man.                    [off, out, on] 

19.  She was laid _____________ for weeks with fever.                                           [up, on, out] 

20.  The price of essential commodities went _________ last month.                       [up, of, on] 

21.  The teacher found _________ the tricks played by the boys.                             [out, of, on] 

22.  The doctor advised her to carry __________ with the treatment.                      [ on, out, of] 

23.  A treasurer must account ____________ the money he spends.                        [for, to, about] 

24.  The High court set _________ the Chief Minister‟s election.                            [aside, about, on] 

25.  His very good friends turned ____________ him when he became poor.         [against, down, out]  

26.  The soldiers were driven ___________ from the border.                                  [off, out, of] 

27.  The army units were pulled __________ from the border.                               [out, off, up] 

28.  He failed in the examination.  He was advised not to take _______heart.        [to, on, up] 

29.  The cultivators must take advantage __________the loan given by the banks  [on, of, to] 

30.  Mathematics is my favourite subject.  I am always at home _________it.         [on, in, to] 

31.  The teacher punished the boy in a bit ___________ anger.                                 [wide, of, on] 

32.  We should not middle ___________others.                                                       [of, to, with] 

33.  The state government always keeps doors open ________terrorists to settle their problems. [for, to, on] 

34.  The park is named _____________ Gandhiji.                                                   [on, ater, of] 

35.  The teacher was angry__________ me for my misconduct.                             [at, with, on] 

36.  I am sure ____________ success in the test.                                                     [at, of, in] 

37.  I am very much annoyed ____________ you for your behaviour.                    [at, with, by] 

38.  The king took the drum _____________ him to the forest.                              [by, away, with] 

39.  Polya hid the letter _____________ the cup board.                                          [under, on, in] 

40.  Bahuguna started a movement in the 70s ________the contract system.          [for, against, on] 

41.  The manager said that they were safe ____________interruption.                   [from, with, of] 

42.  Blandford‟s attention was divided _________the young lady and the old woman. [among,between, into] 

43.  The Director of Antiquities fought __________ his government‟s decision.   [with, against, on] 

44.  Sudhachandran‟s injuries resulted _________a gangrenous infection.            [to, in, on] 

45.  The young man burst in ___________ knocking on the door.                         [before, after, with out] 
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Class : X                                     PRACTICE PAPER  -  10 

                                                    ------------------------------- 

Fill in the blanks choosing the right word from those given in brackets. 

 

1.  The two neighbours quarreled ________their pet animals                           [with, over, at] 

2.  Gandhiji‟s meal consisted ____________simple edible items.                    [in, of, with] 

3.  Ravi gave money to the poor free ____________interest.                            [to, of, by] 

4.  Mohan lent money to Raju ____________ Ravi‟s guarantee.                       [with, for, on] 

5.  We broke ________our conversation as our teacher came in.                       [up, into, off] 

6.  Anand slipped _________when the teacher was not looking.                       [out, off, by] 

7.  The orphan boy was brought __________ by his parents.                            [about, up, around] 

8.  I think you should write more clearly.  I can‟t make ____ what you have written. [for, up, out] 

9.  I came __________ a stranger yesterday.                                                      [along, down, across] 

10.  He will bring _________ a journal.                                                             [on, out, up] 

11.  Some people live __________ vegetarian food.                                         [on, out, up] 

12.  He carried _________ my orders.                                                               [on, in, out] 

13.  He was interested ___________ painting.                                                   [in, at, to] 

14.  The magician turned the pieces of paper _____________ a bird.              [ to, into, of] 

15.  On hearing the news, she burst ________________ tears.                        [at, by, into] 

16.  The building of the new road has been held _________ due to bad weather. [over, up, by] 

17.  Feroze looked __________the baby when his wife cooked.                       [ at, on, after] 

18.  He broke _________ completely on hearing of his wife‟s death.               [up, down, in] 

19.  The cricket match was called __________ because of rain.                      [out, off, in] 

20.  Switch off the gas before the milk boils _________                                  [down, out, over] 

21.  The little girl was brought ____ by her grand parents after her parents died in an accident. [out, up, over] 

22.  The lights went _____ at eight o‟ clock.  We had to eat our dinner in candle light. [off, over, down] 

23.  The man does not have any relatives, he lives all ________ himself.        [with, to by] 

24.  He walks so fast. It is hard to keep ________ with him.                            [in, up, over] 

25.  The old man broke ____ and cried when she heard about son‟s death.      [off, down, up] 

26.  Please write clearly, no one can make _______ what you have written. [up, for, out] 

27.  We have lost all our best players.  They have gone _______ to the other team. [out, over, away] 

28.  A large number of people turned ________ for the meeting.                      [out, in, over] 

29.  Thieves broke _______ the house when the owners were away.                 [in, into, out] 

30.  She has put ____ a lot of weight recently.                                                    [on, up, in] 

31.  She is unemployed.  She has been looking __________ a job.                   [for, after, at] 

32.  They broke ________ their conversation when they saw a stranger.           [up, in, off] 

33.  Our teacher broke __________ the class and we stopped quarrelling.         [into, up, on] 

34.  The prodigal son turned ______ to his father for help.                                 [for, against, back] 

35.  She came ________ to help the farmers in distress.                                    [out, up, along] 

36.  Students need to catch ________ with their studies before exams.             [on, up, out] 

37.  They were annoyed _________ what they saw.                                          [with, at, by] 

38.  We should never make fun __________ handicapped people.                    [with, about, of] 

39.  On hearing the news, the old woman burst __________ tears.                    [with, into, out] 

40.  My uncle is a man _________ a quick temper.                                            [with, of, in] 

41.  She brought _________ the orphan child as her own child.                        [in, up, as] 

42.  I advised him to cut __________ his expenditure.                                      [off, up, down] 

43.  The firemen put ___________ the fire very quickly.                                  [out, on, off] 

44.  She died _______ the early age of sixteen.                                                 [in, at, on] 

45.  I‟have missed a lot of classes, so I have to work very hard to catch ___ with others. [out, of, up] 
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Class : X                                         PRACTICE PAPER  -  11 

                                                       ------------------------------ 

Fill in the blanks choosing the right word from those given in brackets. 

 

1.  Don‟t put _________ your work any longer.  Do it now.                                                [off, up, over] 

2.  Please write more clearly.  I can‟t make ________ what you have written.                    [out, up, over] 

3.  A large number of people turned __________ for the meeting.                                       [in, on, out] 

4.  He left __________ Delhi by train.                                                                                  [to, for, at] 

5.  He took _____________ his cap.                                                                                     [over, up, of] 

6.  He gave ________ his unhealthy habits.                                                                          [up, away, off] 

7.  I got ___________ to go out.                                                                                           [for, on, up] 

8.  When I asked for some money he wrote ________ cheque and gave out to me.            [of, on, out] 

9.  Mohan did not know why every one  made fun __________ him.                                 [about, of, on] 

10.  On listening to the joke the crowd burst ___________ laughing.                                [out, into, over] 

11.  She replied __________ all the letters personally.                                                       [at, to, of] 

12.  I can‟t make _________ the address on the letter, the writing is illegible.                  [up, on, out] 

13.  It took him a along time to get __________ the shock of losing his job.                     [by, over, out] 

14.  Burglars broke ________ the house and stole some jewellery.                                    [into, in, through] 

15.  Turn ________ the radio if you‟re not listening to it.                                                  [out, on, of] 

16.  The old man was knocked _________ by a car while he was crossing the road.       [out, down, off] 

17.  The principal has received the complaint.  He is looking ________it.                        [after, through, into] 

18.  The dancer got invitations from all __________ the world.                                        [over, across, 

around] 

19.  Most people laugh _________ the idea of dreams coming true.                                 [out, at, off] 

20.  The authorities are looking ________ the complaint.                                                 [after, into, through] 

21.  It‟s a secret.  I‟ll whisper it ___________ your ear.                                                   [to, at, in] 

22.  All of us can get diseases; no one is safe _______infection.                                      [from, of, with] 

23.  What‟s the exact time? It‟s seven minutes _________ five.                                       [for, before, to] 

24.  The young man fell ________ love with his neighbour‟s daughter.                           [on, in, up] 

25.  Don‟t put _______ your work any longer; do it now.                                                 [away, up, off] 

26.  Who will look ________ the baby when it‟s mother is in hospital?                            [after, at, for] 

27.  You‟ve missed a lot of lessons, try to catch _______ with the others.                         [on, up, in] 

28.  Don‟t worry ______ your son; he‟ll be all right.                                                         [for, about, upon] 

29.  He had a deep longing _________ the woman.                                                           [towards, with, for] 

30.  She died ________ the early age of sixteen.                                                                [at, in, on] 

31.  Last week there was a storm and many huge trees were blown _______                    [off, down, out] 

32.  He broke _________ completely on hearing about his wife‟s death.                          [up, down, in] 

33.  She replied _________ all her letters personally.                                                        [at, to, of] 

34.  He left _________ Hyderabad yesterday.                                                                    [to, for, at] 

35.  He took _________ hi cap before he entered the room.                                              [over, up, off] 

36.  The patient is suffering ___________ fever.                                                               [with, fro, up] 

37.  He has been living here _________ two years.                                                           [from, since, for] 

38.  The headmaster is looking ________ the complaint.                                                  [in, into, at] 

39.  She is afraid ____________ snakes.                                                                           [of, off, with] 

40.  Do you know the difference __________ a cheetah and a leopard.                           [from, between, to] 

41.  She is suffering ___________ headache.                                                                    [of, by from] 

42.  The cricket match was called ________ because of rain.                                           [off, of, for] 

43.  He spent all his money ___________ books.                                                              [on, to in] 
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Class : X                                      PRACTICE PAPER – 7 

                                                  -------------------------------  

Fill in the blanks choosing the right word from those given in the brackets. 

1. Geetha has married a dishonest shop keeper.  I don‟t know what she sees _______him [in, on, for] 

2. They are ready to dispose ________their car for forty thousands.                             [ of, for, on] 

3. Raju bore _________many prizes at the school sports and games.                        [away, off, on] 

4. The burglars broke __________my neighbour‟s house last night.                         [into, out, up] 

5. She broke __________in the middle of her speech.                                               [down, up, upon] 

6. They broke ____________their conversation when they saw their teacher.         [off, down, up] 

7. Our teacher often gives us good examples to bring ________the meaning of a lesson. [out, off, up] 

8. The ship was cast _____________on the coast of South Africa.                          [away, off, on]  

9. Sarala is looking __________herself in the mirror.                                              [of, up, at] 

10.  The warden looks __________the boys in the hostel.                                         [at, after, down] 

11. Ramesh is looking ___________a job                                                                  [of, for, after] 

12.  Fire broke _____________and destroyed many houses.                                    [up, out, in] 

13.  We were late because our car broke _____________on the way.                      [up, down, in]  

14.  The government is trying to bring ____________the prices of essential commodities.[down,Up, for] 

15.  The old man brought ___________her children with great difficulty.              [for, up, down] 

16.  The king had sent _____________the barber.                                                  [for, in, up] 

17.  Rahman sent __________his son to America for higher studies.                     [for, out, off] 

18.  The police have tried to send  ________the agitators from the assembly hall. [for, down, out] 

19.  R.T.C. employees  called _________their strike and attended their duties.      [out, off, down] 

20.  The Prime Minister called ________the President to discuss some important matter. [at, on, off] 

21.  The officer called _________an explanation from the clerk for his absence. [out, off, for] 

22.  The manager put __________his coat and went away.                                   [off, on, up] 

23.  Two fire engines were used to put __________the fire.                                    [down, up, out]  

24.  As it was raining, the cricket match was put ______ to the next day.              [off, up, out] 

25.  The girl put ____________the toys on the mat.                                               [on, down, off] 

26.  Polya took ____________the letter from the envelope.                                   [on, up, out] 

27.  Ramesh wants to take _____________Mathematics as an optional subject.    [up, down, at] 

28.  The man took __________ his hat and put it on the table.                               [away, out, off] 

29.  The balloon went ________ into the sky.                                                         [down, up, for] 

30.  The children go ___________to play in the evening.                                      [in, out, up] 

31.  The man let the home early in the morning and got ______ at 10o clock in the night [away, ack, up]  

32.  The terrorists got ___________a car and drove off.                                     [out of, into, away] 

33.  The boys are getting __________well in their studies                                  [in, on, up] 

34.  She gets ____________ at 5o clock every morning.                                    [up, down, out] 

35.  I am quite satisfied _______________ your work.                                      [on, for, with] 

36.  The police inspector is looking ___________ the complaint given by the man. [away, out, into] 

37.  The officer turned ________ the request of the clerk  to sanction the loan.    [up, down, out] 

38.  The tamarind tree was blown ___________ by a fierce storm.                     [up, on, down] 

39.  We must carry __________ the orders of our superiors.                             [on, out, up] 

40.  Children depend ___________their parents for their needs.                         [in, up, on] 

41.  You should turn _________ the fan while you go out of the room.            [up, down, off] 

42.  A large number of people turned   ______ to hear the President‟s speech.  [ down, up, out] 

43.  She took out the diary and turned _________the entry for Christmas day.  [ up, to, out]  

44.  You must apologize __________ the teacher for your rude behaviour.        [with, for, to] 

45.  He has been searching _____________ an umbrella.                                   [down, out, for] 
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                         KEY TO PRACTICE PAPER – I  

                ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1. The child whose bag was stolen is crying. 

2. We know that stars are not visible in the day. 

3. Mr. Ravi who is an illiterate person is a film producer.      [ or] 

      Mr. Ravi who is a film producer is an illiterate person. 

4. The post man came when I was taking a bath. 

5. My friend cut a joke which made me laugh. 

6. My uncle whom you are going to meet is an influenced person. 

7. The old man slipped and fell down while he was getting into the bus. 

8. Smt. Suryakantham who acted in many films for several years died recently. 

9. My uncle Srinivas who lives in Madras is a prosperous merchant.   [or] 

10. My uncle who is a prosperous merchant lives in Madras. 

      I am grateful to my friend‟s father with whose help I got the job. 

11.  The young boy who is my cousin met us yesterday at the station.     [or] 

       The young boy who met us yesterday at the station is my cousin. 

12. The person who will send the first best answer will be given a free T.V. set. 

13. The town hall which was collapsed in the earthquake is being rebuilt by them. 

14. All persons above 18 will be issued identity cards before the end of November. 

15. People who expect the worst to happen are pessimists. 

16. The big hammer which the criminal used to batter his victim was found lying in the bushes. 

17. The only one person who is wearing a blue shirt is my Mathematics teacher. 

18. The man whom I met at the gate was an old soldier. 

19. The tall building which you saw is the Income Tax office. 

20. The green shirt which was gifted to him on his birthday was worn by him. 

21. The tall woman who is standing near the door is my English teacher. 

22. The new bridge which has been built across the river has eased the traffic congestion on the old 

bridge. 

23. The little blind orphan girl who was adopted by a rich couple is very lucky. 

24. The book which I bought yesterday is very interesting. 

25. The old man who is standing near the door is my teacher. 

26. The man who is standing at the end of the street has been given the Best Teacher award. 

27. The man who is standing at the bus stop is my uncle. 

28. Many species of the animals which lived on the earth millions of years ago have become extinct. 

29. The new pen which we bought doesn‟t write well. 

30. The car which was gifted to him by his father was expensive. 

31. The heavy load used to be carried by the poor man to the market everyday. 

32. The man who is waiting for me is my uncle. 

33. The book which I have borrowed from my teacher is not available now. 

34. The criminal who escaped from the prison had been caught by the task force  with great difficulty. 

35. The horse which tail was cut short was brought from Saudi Arabia. 

36. The first astronaut who has stepped on the moon is Neil Armstrong. 

37. The few people who attended the concert enjoyed it thoroughly. 

38. The man whom I met at the gate was an old soldier. 

39. The man who hit me yesterday was mad. 

40. The student whom you have asked about is very clever. 

41. The man who told me this refused to give me his name.      [or] 

      The man who refused to give me his name told me this. 
42. The noise which he made woke everybody up. 
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43. The girls who serve in the shop are owner‟s daughters.       [or] 

     The girls who are owner‟s daughters serve in the shop. 

44. The car which I hired broke down after five miles. 

 

 

              CLASS X ENGLISH STUDY MATERIAL  ::  KEY TO PRACTICE PAPER – 2 

              ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

1. Audible                        2.  Accelerate                   3. Agenda                     4. Antipodes  

5.  Brittle                          6.   Bureaucracy                 7.  Credulous               8. Deliberate 

9.  Cosmopolitan             10.  Efficacious 

11.  Taking out a man from some difficulty 

12.  A book containing every kind of information. 

13.  One who believes in fate. 

14.  A person with narrow religious views. 

15.  One who is hard to please. 

16.  An instrument for recording the pressure of fluids. 

17.  A form of marriage in which a husband goes to live with wife‟s group. 

18.  An apparatus records the distance covered by the vehicle. 

19.  What we say about a man after his death. 

20.  A nation that is fond of fighting.       

 

 

             CLASS X ENGLISH STUDY MATERIAL  ::  KEY TO PRACTICE PAPER – 3 

             -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1. A small foot which Nick has on his left hip is called drumstick.  It helped Nick to balance and 

enable   

       to kick a ball.  Nick used even to type and hold a pen or pencil. 

2. Nick‟s father helped Nick how to type with his small toe.  His mother invented a special device for 

Nick to hold a pen or pencil and write. 

3. After reading the article in the News paper, he became very brave and he thought that he could 

achieve anything.  He gave inspiration to all the people who were suffering like Nick. 

4. Nick had met the surfing master Bethany Hamilton.  She had her arm bitten off   by a shark when 

she was 12. 

5. The physical condition of Nick helps him to do the 360 degree spins on his board.     This was the 

reason behind the success of Nick‟s surfing. 

6. My uncle Srinivas who lives in Madras is a prosperous merchant.  [or] My uncle Srinivas who is a 

prosperous merchant lives in Madras.     

7. People who always expect the worst to happen are pessimists. 

8. A new bridge which has been built across the river has eased the traffic congestion on the old 

bridge. 

9. A man who is standing at the end of the street has been given the Best Teacher award. 

10. Mr. Ravi who is a film producer is an illiterate person.  [or] Mr. Ravi who is an illiterate person is 

a film producer.      

 

       III                                  HOW TO PREVENT MALARIA 

                                             ----------------------------------------- 

         Malaria is one disease of which it can always be said that prevention is not only better than cure but 

also much easier.  It is caused by mosquito bite and is therefore common in places where mosquitoes can 

breed and multiply freely.  In order to prevent this horrible disease, we don‟t have to spend much.  We have 

to keep our surroundings clean.  Water should not be allowed to stagnate.  Regular DDT spray and flitting 
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should be done.  Thus we see how simple it is to prevent this disease which kills thousands  in our country 

every year. 

 

                                                          * The End*                                

 

 

 

 

                   CLASS X ENGLISH STUDY MATERIAL :: KEY TO PRACTICE PAPER  4 

                  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

1. She was Savitri.  All the actors, directors ran to her.  She played the role of a nurse in “Chivaraku 

Migiledi.”  She had to cure the diseases of the patients.  She started crying by seeing them.  She 

continued crying even after the shot since she lived in the action.  So, all of them went and pacified 

her.  

2. The speciality of the magic box was if anyone goes and stand in front of the box, it shows the picture 

of what they are thinking in their mind or whom they were loving. 

3. Crisis of Civilization is called Shabhyatar Sankat.  Rabindranath Tagore wrote it  at the beginning of 

the second world war. 

 

II      1. over     

        2. up         

         3. down         

         4. across        

         5. away 

         6. as 

         7. down 

         8. out 

         9. through 

         10. off 

         11.  off 

         12.  off 

 

III        A)   had died 

B) arrived 

C)  declared 

D) Had struggled 

E) Breathed 

F) Ate 

 

IV       1. may 

           2. shall 

           3. should 

           4. will 

           5. will 

           6. should 

           7. will 

           8. must 

           9. should 

           10. may 
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                                              * The End*        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             CLASS X ENGLISH STUDY MATERIAL  ::  ::  KEY TO PRACTICE PAPER – 5 

           ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1. Why don‟t you know some motor cycle minor repairs? 

2. Why don‟t you join a sports school? 

3. How do you do? 

4. Why don‟t you get back as early as possible? 

5. I would be ever grateful to you if you could lend me your pen  [or] Would you mind lending me your 

pen? 

6. c                    

7. a 

8. b 

9. b 

10. b 

11. d 

12. b 

13. b 

14. a 

15. Could you tell me where the railway station is. 

16. Could you take these questions for more marks. 

17. Will I leave the office early? 

18. c 

19. c 

20. b 

                                            * The End* 
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                                 CLASS X ENGLISH STUDY MATERIAL 

                                ------------------------------------------------------ 

                         PREPARED BY :  NARASIMHA CHARYULU GOMATAM 

                                        KEY TO PRACTICE PAPER – 7 

                                      ------------------------------------------- 

1. in 

2. of 

3. off 

4. into 

5. down 

6. off 

7. out 

8. away 

9. at 

10. after 

11. for 

12. out 

13. down 

14. down 

15. up 

16. for 

17. off 

18. out 

19. off 

20. on 

21. for 

22. up 

23. out 

24. off 

25. down 

26. out 

27. up 

28. out 

29. up 
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30. out 

31. back 

32. into 

33. on 

34. up 

35. with 

36. into 

37. down 

38. down 

39. out 

40. on 

41. off 

42. up 

43. to 

44. to 

45. for 

 

                                   * ALL THE BEST * 

             CLASS X ENGLISH STUDY MATERIAL 

              ----------------------------------------------------- 

                                PREPARED BY : NARASIMHA CHARYULU GOMATAM 

                              KEY TO PRACTICE PAPER – 8 

                              ---------------------------------------- 

1. out 

2. of 

3. out 

4. off 

5. with 

6. back 

7. upto 

8. down 

9. down 

10. out 

11. of 

12. out 

13. up 

14. for 

15. for 

16. through 

17. to 

18. with 

19. into 

20. by  

21. about 

22. inside 

23. towards 

24. of 

25. to 

26. on 
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27. by 

28. into 

29. at 

30. from 

31. at 

32. with 

33. with 

34. at 

35. to 

36. to 

37. for 

38. to 

39. off 

40. out 

41. up 

42. out 

43. off 

44. up 

45. back 

 

                                            *ALL THE BEST * 

                                    CLASS X ENGLISH STUDY MATERIAL 

                                   ---------------------------------------------------- 

                                         PREPARED BY : NARASIMHA CHARYULU GOMATAM 

                                           KEY TO PRACTICE PAPER -9 

                                        ------------------------------------------ 

1. for 

2. into 

3. out 

4. up 

5. down 

6. on 

7. off 

8. away 

9. out 

10. down 

11. for 

12. down 

13. up 

14. round 

15. off 

16. into 

17. out 

18. out 

19. up 

20. up 

21. out 

22. on 

23. for 
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24. aside 

25. against 

26. off 

27. out 

28. to 

29. of 

30. in 

31. of 

32. with 

33. for 

34. after 

35. at 

36. of 

37. with 

38. with 

39. in 

40. against 

41. from 

42. between 

43. against 

44. in 

45. without 

 

                                           * ALL THE BEST* 

                                       CLASS X ENGLISH STUDY MATERIAL 

                                       ------------------------------------------------------- 

                                PREPARED BY : NARASIMHA CHARYULU 

                                       KEY TO PRACTICE PAPER – 10 

                                      --------------------------------------------- 

1. with 

2. of 

3. of 

4. on 

5. up 

6. off 

7. up 

8. out 

9. across 

10. out 

11. on 

12. out 

13. in 

14. into 

15. into 

16. up 

17. after 

18. down 

19. off 

20. over 
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21. up 

22. off 

23. by 

24. up 

25. down 

26. out 

27. away 

28. out 

29. into 

30. on 

31. for 

32. off 

33. into 

34. back 

35. out 

36. up 

37. with 

38. of 

39. into 

40. of 

41. up 

42. down 

43. off 

44. at 

45. up 

 

                                          * ALL THE BEST *     

                            CLASS X ENGLISH STUDY MATERIAL 

                            ----------------------------------------------------- 

                                                  PREPARED BY : NARASIMHA CHARYULU GOMATAM 

                                       KEY TO PRACTICE PAPER -11 

                                     ------------------------------------------- 

1. off 

2. out 

3. out 

4. or 

5. off 

6. up 

7. up 

8. out 

9. of 

10. into 

11. to 

12. out 

13. over 

14. into 

15. off 

16. down 

17. into 
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18. over 

19. at 

20. into 

21. in 

22. from 

23. to 

24. in 

25. off 

26. after 

27. up 

28. about 

29. for 

30. at 

31. down 

32. down 

33. to 

34. for 

35. off 

36. from 

37. for 

38. into 

39. of 

40. between  

41. from 

42. off 

43. on 

 

                                         * ALL THE BEST * 

 

 

                                      CLASS X ENGLISH SUBJECT MATERIAL  

                                     --------------------------------------------------------- 

                                CHAPTER   -   I        PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT 

                               --------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 A  Reading:                                   ATTITUDE IS ALTITUDE 

                                                   ------------------------------------- 

1. Where was Nick born? 

     Ans:  Nick was born in Melbourne, Australia. 

2. How did his parents feel when he was born? 

      Ans: His father was so shocked that he left the hospital room to vomit. His mother was in distraught  

              and couldn‟t bring herself to hold him until he was four months old. 

3. What is Phocomelia? 

      Ans: Phocomelia is a disability which occurs very rarely.  There is no medical explanation to this. 

4. In which subject did Nick achieve degree?  

      Ans: Nick achieved a degree in Financial Planning and Real Estate. 

5. What happened to Bethany Hamilton when she was 12? 

       Ans: Her arm was bitten off by a shark. 

 

B Reading:                    EVERY SUCCESS STORY IS ALSO A STORY OF GREAT FAILURES 
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                                      -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1. Which Newspaper questioned the wisdom of the Wright brothers and what did it question? 

      Ans:  A New York Times editorial questioned the wisdom of the Wright brothers.  It questioned 

how  

                 a machine which was heavier than air would fly. 

2. Who hired Walt Disney? 

      Ans:  A minister at a church hired Walt Disney. 

3. “Your Tommy is too stupid to learn.”  Who was Tommy?  Who commented it? 

      Ans: Tommy was Thomas Edison.  A teacher commented it. 

4. What did Henry Ford forget in the first car he made? 

      Ans: Henry Ford forgot to put the reverse gear in the first car he made. 

5. What does a set back teach us in our life? 

      Ans: Set back can act as a driving force and also teach us humility. 

6. What is the secret to success according to Socrates? 

7. Ans: According to Socrates, the secret to success is “when we want success as badly as we want the 

air,         

               then we will get it.” 

 

 

C Reading:                                I WILL DO IT 

                                                 ------------------ 

1. What was Narayana Murthy‟s father? 

      Ans: Narayana Murthy‟s father was a high school teacher and an avid reader of English Literature. 

2. What was the dream of Narayana Murthy? 

      Ans: His dream was to study at IIT. 

3. His father was sad that he had to tell the bitter truth to his son.   What was the truth?  

Ans: The truth was that he couldn‟t afford Narayana Murthy‟s expenses at IIT. 

4. Do you agree that your Institution/School will change your life? 

    Ans: No, I don‟t agree that my school will change my life.  I myself can change my life by working  

             hard.. 

 

                               * ALL THE BEST* 
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                                  PRACTICE PAPER 12    

                      [based on page no’s :84. 116, 233, 234, 235 and 236 in Reader] 

                               ------------------------------ 

       Answer the following questions as directed:                          

 

1.  Mr. Rao teaches me Hindi.  

     I ______________________________________________ 

2.  Wisdom can be taught. 

      You __________________________________________ 

3.  They won’t  allow more than two persons to see the minister.  

     More than _______________________________________________ 

4.  Will they inform all the winners individually? 

      Will ________________________________________________________? 

5.  Did they give the winners of the first prize a Maruti car? 

     Were __________________________________________________________? 

6.  People speak English all over the world  

     English _____________________________________________ 

7.  Have they invented a new medicine for diabetes?  

     Has ___________________________________________________? 

8.  They were feeding the cows when I reached there. 

     The cows _________________________________________________ 

9.  The villagers saved many passengers. 

     Many __________________________________________________ 

10.  Are they sending the goods soon? 

        Are ______________________________________? 

11.  The Chief Minister gave the first prize to the best actor. 

       The first ______________________________________________ 

12.   Are they repairing the car ? 

        Is ___________________________________? 

13.  Half a dozen oranges have been given to her by the merchant. 

       She _________________________________________________________ 

14.  She has been awarded many awards by the Government of India. 

       The Government____________________________________________________ 

15.  People all over the world are affected by the economic meltdown. 

      The Economic ____________________________________________________ 

16.  He was visibly shaken by this. 

       This _________________________________ 

17.  Eat apples for good health. 

       Apples __________________________________________ 

18.  They marketed the first video disc in U.S.A. in 1980. 

       The _________________________________________________________ 

19.  They have painted the house green. 

       The ___________________________________________________ 

20.  I was given this address by a man. 

       A man ___________________________________________________ 

 

 

                                **   ALL  THE BEST ** 



 

 

 

 

                                  CLASS X ENGLISH STUDY MATERIAL 

                                   ----------------------------------------------------- 

                                                  PREPARED BY : NARASIMHA CHARYULU GOMATAM 

                                    KEY TO PRACTICE PAPER   -  12 

                                   ------------------------------------------------ 

1. I am taught Hindi by Mr. Rao. 

2. You can teach wisdom 

3. More than two persons won’t be allowed by them to see the minister. 

4. Will all the ministers be informed by them individually? 

5. Were the winners given the first prize a Maruthi car? 

6. English is spoken all over the world. 

7. Has a new medicine been invented by them for diabetes? 

8. The cows were being fed by them when I reached there. 

9. Many passengers were saved by the villagers. 

10. Are the goods being sent by them soon? 

11. The first prize was given by the Chief Minister to the best actor. 

12. Is the car being repaired by them? 

13. She has been given half a dozen oranges by the merchant. 

14. The Government of India has awarded many awards to her. 

15. The economic melt down affects people all over the world. 

16. This shook him visibly. 

17. Apples should be eaten for good health. 

18. The first video disk was marketed by them in U.S.A. in 1980. 

19. The house has been painted green by them. 

20. A man gave me this address. 

 

                                             * ALL THE BEST * 



 

 

                                 

                                     KEY TO PRACTICE PAPER – 6 

                                    --------------------------------------------- 

1. Analyses 

2. Bases 

3. Crises 

4. Criteria 

5. Hypotheses 

6. Oases 

7. Phenomena 

8. Theses 

9. Axes 

10. Analyses 

11. Parentheses 

12. Errata 

13. Indexes / Indices 

14. Radii 

15. Formulas / Formulae 

16. Memorandums / Memoranda 

17. Termini 

18. Data 

19. Fungi 

20. Gladioli 

21. Media 

22. Narcissi  

23. Strata 

24. Bandits / Banditti [Italian] 

25. Mesdames     [French] 

26. Cherubim / Cherubs  [Hebrew] 

27. Seraphim /Seraphs  [Hebrew] 

28. Brethren / Brothers 

29. Dies / Dice 

30. Geniuses / Genii 

31. Pennies / Pence 

32. Cloths / Clothes 

33. Fishes / Fish 

34. Indexes / Indices 

35. Boys 

36. Girls 

37. Books 

38. Pens 

39. Mangoes 

40. Echoes 

41. Solos 

42. Quartos 

43. Babies 

44. Stories 

45. Wolves 

46. Loaves 

47. Dwarfs / Dwarves 



 

 

48.  Proofs 

49. Griefs 

50. Women 

51. Mice 

52. Commanders-in-Chief 

53. Step-Sons 

54. Lookers-on 

55. Desks 

56. Cows 

57. Classes 

58. Kisses 

59. Heroes 

60. Negroes 

61. Ratios 

62. Pianos 

63. Ladies  

64.  Ponies 

65. Lives 

66. Knives 

67. Hoofs / Hooves 

68. Gulfs 

69.  Briefs 

70. Feet 

71. Lice 

72. Step-daughters 

73. Men-of-war 

74. Dishes 

75. Matches 

76. Branches 

77. Boxes 

78. Potatoes 

79. Volcanoes 

80. Cantos 

81. Photos 

82. Cities 

83. Thieves 

84. Calves 

85. Shelves 

86. Roofs 

87. Serfs 

88. Beliefs 

89. Teeth 

90. Oxen 

91. Sons-in-law 

92. Maid-servants  

93. Coats –of-nail 

94. Brushes 

95. Watches 

96. Taxes 

97. Buffaloes 



 

 

98. Cargoes 

99. Dynamos 

100. Memento /Mementos 

101. Stereos 

102. Armies 

103. Wives 

104. Leaves 

105. Chiefs 

106. Safe 

107. Strifes 

108. Men 

109. Geese 

110. Children 

111. Daughters-in-law 

112. Passers-by 

113. Swine  

114. Deer 

115. Trout 

116. Pair 

117. Score 

118. Hundred 

119. Bellows 

120. Tongs 

121. Spectacles 

122. Drawers 

123. Sheep 

124. Cod 

125. Salmons 

126. Dozen 

127. Gross / Grosses 

128. Thousand 

129. Scissors 

130. Pincers 

131. Trousers 

132. Breeches 

133. Measles 

134. Billiards 

135. Annals 

136. Proceeds 

137. Environs 

138. Alms 

139. Eaves 

140. Physics 

141. Politics 

142. Innings 

143. Cattle 

144. Gentry 

145. Mumps 

146. Draughts 

147. Thanks 



 

 

148. Tidings 

149. Assets 

150. Riches 

151. Mathematics 

152. Mechanics 

153. News 

154. Poultry 

155. People 

 

 

                          * ALL THE BEST * 




